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CHAPTER 1
Shah Wali Allah Dehlavi (1703-1762CE): Life and Thoughts of the Islamic Counter-Esotericist in the waning Timurid India.

By Arshad Islam

Shah Wali Allah Dehlavi was a distinguished alim and polymath of the Islamic India. Unlike the Sufis of his times, he did not withdraw himself to his hujrah (cell). His century was one of the most difficult periods in the history of Muslims in the Indian subcontinent, during which they lost much of their political influence there. Shah Wali Allah sensed the danger ahead and tried to instill an intellectual awakening among Muslims not only in their socio-religious and economic fields but also inculcated Islamic ethos in their daily life; with power slipping from them to the Sikhs in the north-west and to the Marathas in the south-west, the Shah tried to awaken the Muslims from their political slumber. He was an intellectual and visionary reformer of the waning Muslim power in India who had his unique ideas on the transformation of the increasingly decadent ruling elite of power and the rapidly pauperized society. His thoughts are found in his magnum opus Hujjatullah al Baligha in various chapters particularly in Shariah, Adalah (justice), Iritfaqat (social evolution), khilafoh and ijtihad. This paper examines Shah Wali Allah’s selected thoughts from his Arabic and Persian writings, including secondary works in Urdu and English.
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